Clues are given in order; you must add the bars to the grid, which has normal crossword symmetry. Anything already in the grid is not accounted for in the wordplay of the clues. When you are finished, there will be an unclued phrase in the grid that explains how many of the answers were entered. Enumerations and indicators such as “2 words” have been withheld.

ACROSS
Indecent essay contains dirty stuff
For one gourmet's debut, part of a meringue
Greeting English dogs to this location
Married man in each novel by Jane Austen
Moby-Dick, for example, was initially healthy
Name of a woman in Ankara monastery
Singer beginning to catch stuff in a trap
Cleaned room the wrong way
Assistants start to anticipate bad time of the month
Spirit verbalized, interrupting me
Songbird mostly conveys one of many monotonous sounds
Nearly cries tossing food in a Chinese restaurant
Grass around paved road
Rascal I arrested makes a case for justice
“I refuse!” is end of argumentative sounds in the background
Actor overly consumed by cheer
Vast, redesigned off-road transportation
Left doorway before piece of furniture
In discussion, make fun of golf supporters
Run into animal's chest

DOWN
Poe story that describes eccentric at the beginning and ending
Cash dispensers located near outskirts of Memphis
Western movie has unknown name and actress Doherty
Hears about Tuesday card game
Lunar phase is bad omen now
Repeat The Name of the Rose author's pronunciation
Young woman leads a celebration
Boy had sampling of every old paint ingredient
Vehicle repulsed one game show host
Ultraviolet rays top off journey through the air
Mother's final part in this Satanic ritual
Bring out Keri Russell TV series between introduction and conclusion
I restricted taboo retro decal of a sort
Extortionist backtracking about actor Neeson
Changing a gay red cart’s cost
That guy notices extremely efficient item used by an operator
Rocky cared for evergreen tree
Heartlessly forgot Native American tribe
Casual shirt that is appropriate for a nice affair
My mistake is ultimate in photo ops
Strip steak and dark-colored beverage
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